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There are nunerous statistical pplkations ‘where it is advantageous to have 
the ability to obtain some or all of the elements of the Prlverse of a large 
(possibly sparse) positive definite matrix and ts sohe a hear system lof 
equations having such a matrix as its coefficient ma’-ix. In particu:ar, there are 
applications where it is desired to obtain the leas_ squares estimates of t 
parameters of a large linear model. These estimates form the schtion to the so- 
cak! normal equations. Nloreover, to obtain the variances or st,rtndard errors 
of the Beast squares estimates, there is a requiremerl i not only for the sohtion to 
the normal equations, but also for the diagonal elements of the inverse of their 
coefficient matrix. When the number of parameters in the model’ is large, the 
least sq;zares computations carr be very extensive. Hn some cases, the compu- 
tational butden can be rcduce~ by XXX&~ tu iterative imethods and/or (if 
applicable) sparse matrix mel!7c-&i [l, 21. However, there remain many potential 
;applic&5:; f:r ;p which the :;;lasb sauares computations are so extensive as to L 
regmkd as infe~&k 
A similar probkz is encmntered in the REML (restricted or residual 
maximunrm I&elik9d~ estimation of variance components [3]. The _I RE 
estim:-r,ps P 8.~ & . b &air& by maximizing the log-likelihood function associated 
with 8 set of error contrasts. Typically, the estimates cannot be obtained in 
closed form and must be computed iteratively. To evaluate the first-order 
partial derivatives of the log-likelihood functhl at trial values of the variance 
components (which is required by many of the proposed algorithms), a set of 
linear equations called the mixed-model equations must be solved, and sums of 
various of the diagonal elements of the inl:~~.se of the coeficient matrix of these 
equations moast be computed. To evaluate the second-order partial derivatives, 
sums of various of the squares and pairwise products of the (diagonal and OR- 
diagonal) elements of the inverse must also be computed. Moreover, on each 
iteration (i.e., for each set of trial values), the computations must be carried gut 
anew. 
The coefficient matrix of the mixed-model equations is positive definite 
(assuming that the model has been appropriately reparameterized) and may be 
quite sparse. IIts dimensions equal the total number of (fixed and random) ef- 
fects in the model, which in many applications (including most animal breeding 
applications) can be extremely large. 
In what follows, it is shown how the so-called Gibbs sampler [4,5] can 
used to compute an estimate of some or ali of the elements of the inverse of a 
positive definite matrix or to compute an estimate of a linear or 
function of those elements - estimates of such quantities may be su 
statistical applications. provided only that the error introduced by the estimate 
tends to be small relative to those introduced by the “sampling” errors in the 
data. This approach (to estimating functions of the elements of the inverse of a 
sitive definite matri 
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Let W represent an pn x m positive definite matr 
er, let Wij represent the @ka element of W 
consider the pssble of estimating one or 
generally that of hating the value or 
raodinear functions of the elements OF V. 
Let x represent a random vector whose ~~s~~~~~~o~ is N( 
normal with mean vector 0 and variance-covariance m 
i= I,... , m) fet ;aii represent the itk element 0F x. An 
(1) 
,xJ, we have, as a s cia% case of this 
(2) 
k=p+B 
cij = (n -p)_” 
k=p+ 1 
Uij = E[E(X&jlX(i))] = E 
2 
cii = Iv;’ + (n -p)-’ 2 
k=p+l t#i 
andforj#iby 
There is an ap sling variation 0a-B. the t%tilTEitUF tij* ThiS variation iS t 
estimator d,, defined for j = d by 
(7), 
If Vi! (WkX2 j # i) iS bhlg estimated in a Ci~CWWtlUXX W 
estimated, it is possible to "improve" on the estimator 
provement is based on observing [in Ilight of result (6)] that 
Vij = -Wi’WijVjj + E 
k=p+ 1 t#k#j 
is an improvement on i$,and the estimator 
9 v.. = -1 h 
lJ 
- Wij WjjVjj 
(where K =k- 1 ifj> i and K =k ifj< i)is an improvement on ii,. 
Moreover,in acircunstancewheretwo ormoreoftheo~diagonalelenaerats 
in thejth cohnan 0FV are being estimated, there is even more potential for 
improvement. Suppose, for example, that alI ofthe ekments afthejth colurmnn 
are being esthated. Then, 2Ul aItemativc (tQ i&j Or Cij) estimator of Vij (where 
j# i) can be obtained frown the expression 
)’ represent an PBa-dhensionaI vector, and coaPsides the 
e linear system 
R 
zi c iiijtcj = (n -p)-’ 
j=l k-p+1 j=l 
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the m x m matrix whose ith row is 4~~;’ (wj17 . . . , wj,j_l, 0, w~.~+I,. . . 
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obtained from expression (18) by substituting 8 for c2 and PI,. . . , fid for 
Ps ?*-‘7 pd and by setting pd+r = . ?? ?? = pd_p’_I = 0. The literature contains a 
r of alternative estimators of the vatiance (H), many of which are 
more sophisticated than the estimator (19) and. some of which are less co 
putationally kktenske - refer, for example, to [ 131, Ch. 6; [14], Smtion 3. 
The choice of n’ could ix made by periodicaEly checking (during the course 
of the simulation) the value of the estimator (19) (or of one of the alternative 
estimators of the variance (18)) - pa’ should be chosen so that t 
sufficiently smaE1. Note that if estimates are obtained fop all of the elements of a 
column, say the jth culunm of V, then a check on the accuracy of these esti- 
mates can be obtained by determining whether (for i = 1,. . . , m) the inner 
product of the vector of estimates and the ith column of W is close to zero or 
one (depending on whether a' # j or i = j) - if estimates are obtained for only a 
subset of the e!ements of the jth cotumn of V, say its il th, . . . , i,th elements, 
then this determinatiora can be made for only those columns of W having no 
nonzero eiements other than their iith, . . . , ir th elements. 
Consider 8 situation ip1 which a datum is available on each of a number of 
observational units. Suppose that the observational units have been classifie 
in accordance with the m levels of a factor rQ and also in accordance with the 
levels of a second factor B. Fos i = 1,. . . , m and s = 1,. . . , b, kt fl;2is represent 
the number of observational units in the isth (A x B) subclass, and let y”isR 
represent the datum on the kth of those units. 
A statistical model that is often applied to such da& is the two-way, addi- 
tive, mixed-effects linear model 
y~&=/l+lXi+flS+E~~~ (i= 1y***,rat;S= I,***yb;k= I,*e*T?Zi,r), @Q) 
w~ew,B1,*-,l$ are unknown parameters, the ai'S are unobservable rarrdom 
eflects that have mean zero, and the Q’S are unobservable random “errors” 
that are uncorrelated with each other and with the q’s and that have mean zero 
and common, unknown variance cf. It is assumed that var(cq, . . . , am) = c$D, 
where 0: is an unknown, stndctly positive parameter and D is a known, positive 
definite matrix. 
Now, consider, as a s id case of linear system (12), the linear system 
WZ=U, (21) 
where, letting cij represent the ijth element of IF’, letting y = </of, and de- 
fining dij =B fOrj=iiHKi&j= 0 for j # i (and using a dot to indicate sum 
mation over a subscript), W is the m x m matrix with ijth ekment 
b 

ounds of Gibbs sampiing, the nonzm of!Xiagona8 ellements of 
be recomputed and thew discarded - e that to generate the it 
xtk) only the elements of the ith row of are needed. 
The work of Schaefk and Kennedy [ 171 suggests an aftemativ 
which (in the computation f the co~~itio~a~ means) the explicit 
the Wij'S iS avoided. The alternative approach requires the recursi 
(fm k= I.,..., rr and i= I,..., m) OF the b-dimensional vector 
i-1 h m b 
i-l m 
j=1 j=i+ I 
Assuming (as before) that, for those i and s such that FQ, > 0, nis/n+, had 
computed (in the process of computing 17w22,***? Wmm)aRd (along Wit 
was being retained in storage, it can lx own that, for each round of Gibbs 
sampling, this consumes a total of 3m. multiplications (plus an equal number of 
additions/srabtractions). 
Previously, Garcia-Codes [P $1 and Garcia-Corks et al. [ 19.20] considered 
the use of simufation to obtain estimates of the diagonsl ehe&s of 
hnctiom of the elements of W”” (~~c~~~~~g the trace of W-‘). Their approach, 
which differs from that taken here, is based on drawing sample values sf the 
right side u 0% hear system (21) and of resotving this linear system for each of 
these values. 
A small numerical study was Carrie out to evahsate the accuracy of the 
Mtowing two estimators of the quantity M-I ts(V>: m-l h-(V) and m-l tr cI 
C%easly, each ofthese two estimators is ex ressible inn the form ( 16) or (17). 

] sets, and 20 that appar subsequently in only the next four 
, (s + 3)tk, and (s + 4)th] sets. 
The numerica results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 and in 
reporting the results, it has b assumed (for convenience and w. 
r(k - 1)/k = B (in which case = u and y = 7”). Reseaks obtained 
assumptim can be convert@ sesdts for “arbitrary” r, k, and b 
mdtiglying or dividing by r(k - 1)/k as appropriate. In part&d 
expressions are obtained for d tr(V), m-I tr(V), and m-l tr 
numerical values obtained under the assumptim) by dividing 
Further, it should be noted that the expressions given in Tables B and 2 for t 
estimated standard errors [of d tr (V) and m-l tr (V)] as functions of n’ - 
are valid only for n’ - p’ > d. 
FOP a relatively Barge value of y*, the statistical dependence between t 
draws generated by the Gibbs sampler is rehtiveiy small, the con 
the distribution oft+ to the hniting distribution is relatively rapid, 
second estimators provide relatively accurate results even for rather small 
values of n - p, and the second estimator represents a considerable improve- 
ment over the first. For a relatively small value of y*? the situsation is more 
adverse, as might have been anticipated by observing that (for i = f , . . . ? m) 
c i*-i IVq = l&r {which, in the situations for which numerical results were ob 
taiied, equals y Of equivalently r[(k - B )/k]y* } and hence that (for a relatively 
small value of jl*) there 5-E tikdineas dependence among the rows of cslumns 
of W. For such a value of y”, there is cmsidesabte statistical dependence 
tweet successive draws from the Gibbs sampler, the convergence of the dis- 
tribution of yk to the Iimiting distribution is relatively slow? and the first and 
secmd estimators produce resufts that m relatively inaccurate (even for rather 
Barge values of II - p) and that are very much alike. 
The basic approac described in Section 2) to the computation of elements 
of the inverse matrix (OF to functions of the elements) and the variations on 
the basic agprsach (described in Sections 3 and 4) tend to work best when the 
matrix W is “wd-co timed” (as evidenced by the numerical resuks re 
in Section 8). When is not we&conditioned, it may be possible to mcor- 
porate some modifications that enhance the performance d the basic approach 
ad of the variations on the basic approach. Some possible modifications are 
discussed in what follows. 
(I) In g~~e~ati~g a se uence of x-values x(?. . . , x@) via the Gibbs sa~~~e~, 
an alternative to generating xfkJ an element at a time is to generate it a sub- 
vector at a time. Let ml,. . . , mr represent positive integers that sum to m; and 
partition x’ as x’ = (xi f . . . , XL), WhtZR Xi is Of dimensions f@i X 11. In thfi? al- 


U3. 
IIf V is "pocsrIy ~~diti~~d" but can k partitioned in s 
efements of the Qfkliagonal blQcks are datively smdl i 
may be possible to choose g arnd n to be mea& smalkr in 
poach than in the original approach. A disadvantage of 
poach is that the computations required td) generate e 
sequence ~(‘1, . . . , xtnJ can be much more extenasive, espe 
integers ml,. . . , mr are ndatively large. 
(2) Variations on the original (ekment by ehent) OF dternative (subvector 
by subvectorj approach to the generation of the sequence xf’), . . . , xfni arc! 
possible. In particular, in ge athg dk) (element by element) via the Qri 
approach, the elements can generated in an order other than the n 
order. Or, more generally, in generating x ~1 @ubvector by subvector) via 
the ahematiVe agg~Q%h, &he PpTi ekments Qf the iPh subvector $’ 
can comprise elements other than the (ml + ?? ??4 + mi._g -4- 1 
(ml + * 4 9 + mi)th eaell’leI’ltS ;al’ld CalI eVelta CQI’I&KiSe nQKQl-ltigUQUs eH 
some additional possibilities are inch&d in the general approach Quthed by 
Amit and Grenmdcr ([$I, pp. 197498). 
(3) h using the Gibbs samp]ler to estimate elements of the inverse v sf the 
positive definite matrix W or functions of the ekments of V, it may 
vantageous to reexpress the ekments Qr factions inI tams of the ilimv 
another positive definite matrix Wa - it may be advantageous if W, is ’ 
conditioned” than SuppQse, irm parhullar, that we wish to estimate the 
function m-b (V), ad, Beating Q represent my m x m ~lrtlh~g~d matrix, 
letting W, = Q’WQ, and Betting V, = W;‘, observe that V = QQ’VQQ’ 
= QVfQr and hence that 
dtr (V) = MI’ tr(QV,Q’) = m--I tr(V,Q’q) = m-‘br(V,). (23) 
If a choice fQr Q cafa be found (without greai cornputatima~ effort) such that 
W, is better-conditioned than W, then result (23) caln be used to advanat 
-sm@er approach to W, rather than direcF~y to W. 
i&e to the situation considered in Section 7 (and for which 
ven iaa Gctisn 8). Im that situation, there is ap 
ZH’ly JPI X IH QdlQ nal matrix WkQSe first rQW is PrQ 
tQ (nl,, . ?? . A.) - a generaked kkhert matrix is bale svch choice. If Q is 
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Consider the linear model (y, d V> where the parameters 
unknown and the design matrix fixed. The statistical quantit 
include the best linear unbiased estimators (BLUES) of the es 
metric functions, variance-covariance matrices of such estimator 
sum of squares and the likelihood ratio tests fos test&k linear hypdmes, In 
this article we are primarily concemed with the changes in these quantities 
when some observaticms are appended or deleted, as well as when some re- 
gressors are added or dropped. 
Earlier work in this area include algebraic formulae in various special cases, 
given by Hackett (1950), Mitra and Bhimasankaram (I 971), M~~i~~~~st and 
Sandlmd (1979), Haslett 4 1985), Chib et al. (1987), and Bhimasankararn et al. 
(1995). Kouroukfis and Paige (198 1) gave a computational algorit 
cursive estimation which were later used in a number of statistical packages. 
Mitra and Bhimasankaram (1971) and Bhimasankaram and ~a~~~~a~a~a~~~~ 
(1994) considered the addition or deletion of a regressor as well, - a problem 
not considered by most of the other authors. The work of McGikhrist and 
Sandland (1979) and Haslett ( 1985) make use of recursive residuals - a theo- 
retical tool that has several other applications (see Kianifard and Swalllow, 
1996). We sh0w inn this article that all these results can be considerably gener- 
alized while at the same time providing much simpler and intuitive exphation 
of what is going on. Besides, these results ah hold in the case of singu%ar V. 
The case of singular V is important for a number of reasons. It may arise 
lxcause of certain exact linear constraints, noise-free measurments for a 
subset of the data, repetition of errors in a rardornized experiment (see for 
instance Kempthsme, 1952, pp. 137,190 and Scheffk, 1959, pp. 299-301) or 
redundancy in a derived Binear model (see Rcawley, 1977; Bich, 1990). Also, the 
singularity of V may be seen as a fimiting special case of a ~zearl~~ ~a~~-~e~c~e~t 
dispersion matrix. Often such singular linear models have been treated in the 
literature by special (and relatively complex) methodology that was not needed 
in the fuhamk case (cf. Christensen, 1987, pp. 179-200). Prominent ap 
proaches of this kind are the Inverse Partition Matrix method and the Unified 
Theory of Least Squares Esti tion (cf. Rao, 1973, pp. 298-302). There has 
even lxx% some controversy ding many related issues like how to gener- 
alize the definition of hear unbiased estimators to the singular case (see 
Harvik, 1981), whether the usual Beast squares theory would go thou& (see 
Rae, 1978) and whether a part of the model equation should lx treated as a 
deteministic constraint. Some researchers have advocated separation of the 
‘statistical’ part of t mdel fmm the ‘non-statistical part’ (see Feuerver 
and Fraser, 1980). wever, this approach makes it diBkuh to relate 
singular 6x8~ to the nhnosd singular case, which is one of the ol3jectives of 
dar mcdel iHt he first place. 
e argue that the singkllar el &es nst need a 
powble to derive virtually ev suit fix hear In 
functions and simple vector space arguments th 
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sewation i an exi 
It is easy to see that yr - is indeed a EZF in t&e a 
The expression for WI is obtained making it uncomelated 
as per s~~~~i~y~~g it. 
Let a LZF in the larger model that is uncorrelate 
the LZFs of the smaller modeL Consequently it is uncsarelated 
) and (I- Pxm)ym. Therefore 
)( KR : K?d)(~ - 
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near function of I#/ at has thesame rank 
ce. However, the expression in Eq. (4)is in 
choice of the g-inverse of Y, (see Eq. (I)). 
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The variance and covarkinces used in the above expressio 
in a number of ways. Bhimasankaram et al, (19 
Inverse Partition Matrix method of Rae ( 1973, p. 298 fm the u 
singular dispersion case for I = 1. Theorem 2.6 helps interpret their a 
formulae. 
. We reiterate that the results of Theorem 2.6 are useful mainly fQr 
the purposes of statistical interpretation and understanding, and should nQt 
treated as a set of computational fsrmulae. There is a vast lit teere Qn 
numerically stable methods ofrecursive estimation in the hear mo 
instance Gragg et al. (H979), Kourouklis and aige (HH) and Fa 
(1988). 
The vector ofadditional EZFs(wl)serves as the key to the updates fQrdata 
augmentation. owever,it is not very useful to obtain the update fomufae 
nce it is nst readily computable from the Current ii-no 
$&l,J. The following Bernma provides a transformation of WI tha 
useful in the present context. hthe ~~lIswing,~,(*)is~sdefined in Remark 2.5. 
Pm& It is clear that 
J = WI + (- hm y, : I)(X$,,r -
= ~9 + (- Ylnt vii : P)cov(x,, , w,)[D(wr)]-w/. 
by making use of part (a) of Theorem 2.6. Being a hear hmction of WI, rl must 
be a vector of LZFs ofthe farger modeli that is wncorrelated with those aftke 
smaHesmQde1. It remains to be shown that there is m-9 other LZ% Qfthe larger 
model having this property. Let us suppsse, fQr contradiction, ihi& e is sue 
LZF. By virtueof Lemma 2.1,e must be ofthe fQl=lll~'w/ fQr some vectcsrg. It 
fO%bWS fk0ll-l the dX3Ve deCQITl~QSiti4X-l Qf8'1 that 
> is uncorrelated with ym. If e is 
nticalfy zero. Therefore e = 
must be a trivial LZF whkh is zerQ with probability B. f+J 
e covariance on the rig 
Cov( 
istency of the smaller model with the data, (I - 
ssume that this condition llslds. I 
larger mdel as well. 
Notice that every LZF in the Iargcr model ilc+ LZF in the ma1 
The number of LZFs exclusive to the smaller model is j* = p( 
’ p( X(h) : V) - p(X(k)) + p(Xjh)). It is clear that 0 < j, < ~(XQJ). 
Suppose x is a regressor exclusive to the larger model whit 
%(X(h) : V). Tlxz I = (H - Ps,;~_~, : y)x(kj must be a nontrivial vector. Consis- 
tency of the smaller model dictates that ty = 0 with pr 
the larger model requires l’y = (l’x)p, where /I is the co 
rwlQdd. %ZSe tWQ CQ~dithS Ciil? lnQt hQk! 
zero, that is, x is usdess as a regressor. We now ass 
regressor in the larger model, that is, p(X(k) : V) = 
.i+ = ~(X(kj) - ~(Xjh)). K_L = 0, the regressors exclus 
admiiiflt in the presence of the other regressors, so 4 
two models are identical. The case of real interest is when Id < jn < ~(XY~). 
thIsider first he problem of estimability. Notice that the cdy f~~c~~~~s of 
that are estimable under the larger model are hear combiaations of 
ih). On the csther ban t&e estimable functions in the smaller 
f cornbi9aations Qf xl Therefore the estimable fimc%ions sf 
th) in the larger model are estimable der the smaller model, but the converse 
ii not true in general. The rank dsf (P - PxJXth) is jr. Therefore a necessary 
and sufkiewt condition for all the estimable functions in the .v?der mode 
be estimable under the larger mlbdel is that j, = ~(XQJ). In such a case X(h) 
u) are estimable under the larger model. 
Even if 0 < jc < p( %~,)t there are some furmctions f 
under both the madek. we n8w proceed to obtain the u 
such a function when the last j regressors are dropped from the larger model. 
In order to distinguish between the least squares estimators under the two 
models, we use a 'tilde' fsr the estimators under the smaller model and the 
usual ‘hat’ For those under the larger model. 
The CQM!itiQn j* = #l(X(kj) - p&h)) implies that there are jb ~~cQrrela~e~ 
ZFs (subject to an ambiguity in scale) in the smaller model that are uwcor- 
related with all the LZFs in the larger model, A MB: with this propetiy must 
ave been a BL&JE in the larger model. The f~hwing hma provides an 
quate set Qf SUCh hear fWlC&iQIEL 
The funzctisn (I - B)x,,, )%(kj (kj is estimable in the larger 
LUE of this function is w. It is easy to see that E(w) = 0 under the 
